Collective intelligence is intelligence arising from multiple individuals, working either independently or not. Crowdsourcing is the form of group aggregate work characterised by the aggregate of the individual decisions that are made independently. A key feature is that no member to member communication exists. For humans, the independent aggregation of multiple opinions through simple averaging, majority rules or market based algorithms leads to a marked improvement in decision accuracy. This was first recognised by Francis Galton who analysed the opinions of 787 people about the weight of an ox and found combining their numerical estimates resulted in a median estimate that was remarkably near the true weight of the ox ([@bb0040]). The key feature of this work is not only aggregate decision accuracy but also that a minority of individuals such as 2% or 4% can perform better than the group average ([@bb0040]). There is a greater opportunity for diversity and member errors that are uncorrelated with other members\' individual errors. Another advantage is that the collective group size can be very large maximising cognitive diversity, a key element in enhancing group performance ([@bb0030]). Even as the average amount of expertise decreases when the crowd grows, it may more than make up for it with increased diversity ([@bb0030]).

Here, Candido-do-Reis et al. report an evaluation of the test performance of the post aggregation performance of 98,293 citizen scientists who scored over 180,000 sub-images, pathology images for cancer cells, identification and oestrogen receptor status, by comparing their performance against trained pathologists ([@bb0005]). The investigation found that very similar results were obtained for both citizen scientists and the trained pathologists. The study was well conducted although the actual task differed a little between the citizen scientists and the pathologists in that the colours were transformed for the former ([@bb0005]). It was noted that the citizen scientist performance was not improved by weighting for user performance score ([@bb0005]). However this has not been the case in other crowdsourcing studies. For example, a study examining the use of probabilistic coherence weighting to aggregate judgements of multiple forecasters was able to show improvements of up to 30% over the established benchmark of a simple equal weighted averaging of forecasts ([@bb0015]). In the paper by Candido-do-Reis et al., the human only crowdsourcing post-aggregation performance was superior to the machine-learning model ([@bb0005]) and this is an area of current interest. In some settings, a hybrid of both human and machine crowdsourcing may be beneficial ([@bb0025]) and hybrid forms require further evaluation.

The important concept of crowdsourcing has been taken up for market-based prediction markets, which operate with the additional benefit of a crowd-generated feedback signal or price, rather than a simple average. Evidence is mounting that prediction markets outperform not only the judgements of individual experts but also simple averages from the crowd. For example in a two year test on geopolitical questions, a prediction market performed 40% better than simple averages ([@bb0045]). There has been a call for prediction market methodology to be more widely utilised in science ([@bb0035]) and this is now occurring through the SciCast platform ([@bb0045]).

So where does this lead traditional open group work? Open work with member to member, face to face, or electronic communication is by nature limited in size, thus limiting cognitive diversity. Optimal group size will decrease as communication needs increase with higher task complexity ([@bb0020]). Intra group social influences can be problematic as it can reduce the diversity of member opinions without reducing collective error ([@bb0020]). Individuals\' decisions may become correlated due to open interaction and a new set of social biases at the group level may be introduced such as group think, in-group bias and bandwagon effect ([@bb0020]).

However, sometimes optimal communication and co-operation can only occur through the interactive open work group. Woolley et al. reported on group performance in over 700 individuals working in groups of 2 to 5 in a range of face to face tasks; a collective intelligence emerged from the open group beyond the sum total of individual input ([@bb0050]). This collective intelligence was more strongly correlated with a proportion of conversation turn taking and social sensitivity rather than the average or maximum intelligence of individual group members. It was concluded that it may be easier to range the intelligence of a group rather than the individual ([@bb0050]). Incentives for group participation need to be considered. In Citizen Science intrinsic motivation such as scientific curiosity and altruism are often engaged but for other types of crowdsourcing activities extrinsic rewards, such as monetary prizes are sometimes offered; such as by the data science platform of [@bb0010].

Thus, when setting up a work group for science or medicine, one needs to consider whether a group aggregate or open work group is required, or a hybrid of both. The characteristics of the group should be explicitly considered: purpose, communication, size, members, incentives, techniques to support decision making, avoid bias and organisational structure. Here, Candido-do-Reis et al. provide a comprehensive formal evaluation of crowdsourcing with collective individual inputs compared with more traditional work practices in the setting of a cancer pathology study. Such evaluations are to be commended as we move towards new ways of working together collectively.
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